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President Biden on Wednesday evening laid out his sweeping $1.8 trillion “American Families Plan” to a joint session of Congress and prodded
lawmakers to act on his other top priorities including ...
Biden pushes Congress to act on agenda, says $1.8T will help families
Members of the United States Congress and the Cabinet – and distinguished guests. My fellow Americans. While the setting tonight is familiar, this
gathering is very different – a reminder of the ...
Full text: Biden's speech before a joint session of Congress
The president’s sweeping and ambitious plan for America’s future was met with swift praise as well as pushback from lawmakers and leaders on
both sides of the aisle.
Politicians react to President Biden’s first formal address to Congress
President Biden unveiled a major proposal to invest in education and families, describing it as “a blue-collar blueprint to build America.” ...
Biden’s Speech to Congress: Full Transcript
Biden's joint address to Congress focused on the American Families Plan, his $1.8 trillion proposal to raise taxes on the wealthy.
'America Is On the Move Again.' Joe Biden Delivers His First Major Presidential Speech
The president spoke to a limited crowd due to the pandemic. President Joe Biden addresses Congress on equal pay for women and right to unionize
President Joe Biden delivered his first speech to a ...
Full transcript: President Joe Biden delivers speech to joint session of Congress
Biden marked his first 100 days in office as the nation pushes out of a menacing mix of crises, making his case before a pared-down gathering of
mask-wearing legislators because of pandemic ...
‘America is rising anew’: Biden addresses Congress as he approaches 100 days in office
Text of President Joe Biden's first address to a join session of Congress, as provided by the White House: Madame Speaker. Madame Vice President.
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No president has ever said those words from this ...
Text of President Biden's Address to a Joint Session of Congress
Approaching his 100th day in office, President Joe Biden addresses the joint session of Congress for the first time. Read the prepared full text.
Read the full transcript from President Joe Biden's address to a joint session of Congress
Biden called on lawmakers to act on several major bills stalled in the narrowly divided Congress, including ones to help ensure equal pay for women,
expand the ability of unions to organize, ...
Biden calls for sweeping new social programs in first joint address to Congress
The president pointed optimistically to the nation’s emergence from the pandemic as a vital moment to rebuild the U.S. economy and fundamentally
transform roles the government plays in American life.
Biden declares in first address to joint session of Congress that America ‘is rising anew’
Joe Biden has used his first address to a joint session of Congress that “America is rising anew” on the verge of overcoming the historic pandemic.
Looking to the future, the president urged a $1.8 ...
Joe Biden pitches ambitious plan to reshape US in first major speech to Congress
The president will lay out a sweeping proposal for universal preschool, two years of free community college, $225 billion for child care and monthly
payments of at least $250 to parents.
Biden will use first address to joint session of Congress to declare nation is ‘turning peril into possibility’
With President Biden’s first 100 days in office coming to a close, the Equality Act doesn’t appear even close to passage after his campaign promise
to sign the legislation into law within that ...
Biden falls short of 100-day goal to sign Equality Act into law
The CRADLE Act was very similar to Senator Rubio’s proposal in that it granted paid leave to new biological and adoptive parents. But both of these
proposed laws had two major problems.
The FAMILY Act: Is National Paid Leave Finally Possible?
State chairmen of the People’s Democratic Party (PDP) in the South-West have said the party was tired of the divisive acts of the Oyo State
Governor, Seyi Makinde, describing him as a major ...
We are tired of Gov Makinde’s divisive acts — S’W PDP State Chairmen
Amid the ongoing assembly elections in Assam, the opposition parties are leveraging on anti-CAA (Citizenship Amendment Act) sentiments citing it
as a major ... to target the Congress-AIUDF ...
Citizenship Act Issue Will Cost BJP "Heavily" In Assam, Says Congress
Biden marked his first 100 days in office as the nation emerges from a menacing mix of crises, making his case before a pared-down gathering of
mask-wearing legislators because of pandemic ...
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Biden declares in first address to Congress: ‘America is rising anew’
Throughout our history, Presidents have come to this chamber to speak to the Congress, to the nation, and to the world. 100 days since I took the
oath of office, lifted my hand off our family Bible, ...
Text of Biden's first address to joint session of Congress
President Biden on Wednesday delivered his first address to a joint session of Congress. Below is a transcript of his remarks. Thank you. Thank you,
thank you, thank you. Good to be back. Mitch and ...
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